
8) The berries be soaked  in sugar overnight.  (have / should)

6) Ralph borrowed the storybook from the library.  (have / had)

5) The soldiers marching toward the camp.  (was / were)

10) Linda tried all the recipes.  (have / has)

4) The picture of the snowy mountains painted by Derek.  (were / was)

9) You solved the puzzle in minutes.  (has / have)

7) I written poems for the magazine.  (has / have)

Choose the correct helping verb to complete each sentence.

3) He not want to go to the beach.  (do / does)

2) Juana        was       sewing a frock for her baby.  (was / were)
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1) My mom knitted a sweater for me.  (have / had)

Example: All students must wear ID cards inside the school campus.  (must / am)

A helping verb, or auxiliary verb, precedes the main verb in a sentence. 

It adds details, such as time and mood, to the main verb.
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8) shouldThe berries be soaked  in sugar overnight.  (have / should)

6) Ralph borrowed the storybook from the library.  (have / had)had

5) The soldiers marching toward the camp.  (was / were)were

10) Linda tried all the recipes.  (have / has)has

4) The picture of the snowy mountains painted by Derek.  (were / was)was

9) You solved the puzzle in minutes.  (has / have)have

7) I written poems for the magazine.  (has / have)have

Choose the correct helping verb to complete each sentence.

3) He not want to go to the beach.  (do / does)does

2) Juana        was       sewing a frock for her baby.  (was / were)
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Helping Verbs

1) My mom had knitted a sweater for me.  (have / had)

Example: All students must wear ID cards inside the school campus.  (must / am)

A helping verb, or auxiliary verb, precedes the main verb in a sentence. 

It adds details, such as time and mood, to the main verb.
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